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board of ed candidates weigh in at virtual forum
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging
what we hear and considering different views.

glencoe science level red teacher
These 12 DIY gifts can make Teacher Appreciation Week feel extra special, including ideas from Etsy, The Sill,
Minted, Artifact Uprising and others.

today’s premium stories
As the first weekend Bernalillo County spent in the green comes to an end, the city is excited about new openings
and events planned. Those include more options

12 diy gifts to make for teacher appreciation week
Without home internet, Jordyn Coleman has had trouble staying connected to remote classes during the
coronavirus pandemic.

summer of family-friendly activities planned as bernalillo county enters green tier
I advocate the thesis which holds that the tendency towards totalitarianism is part of the essence of the machine,
and originally proceeded from the realm of technology; that the tendency, inherent to

‘i used to like school’: an 11-year-old’s struggle with pandemic learning
People in India's most populous state Uttar Pradesh are fighting not just a raging pandemic but also a prickly
Hindu nationalist local government that many say is in denial.

americans minds are artificially intelligent
Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.” -Abraham Lincoln To
understand the implications of a paradigm changing technology, one must intimately

battling covid, and government denial, in rural india
The National Science Teaching Association (NSTA) announced the recipients of its 2021 NSTA Teacher Awards
program, which honors K–12 teachers, principals, professors and other science education

bitcoin: solving the elusive monetary problem
Their teacher, Marissa Johnson What used to be called home economics is now Family and Consumer Science
(FACS). Students learn how to cook and sew, as well as learn employability soft skills

national science teaching association names 2021 recipients of its teacher awards program
The recent court ruling striking down a national eviction moratorium has heightened concerns that tenants won’t
receive tens of billions of dollars in promised federal aid in

graffiti in a savannah middle school bathroom sends students to national competition
Officials are hoping that extending vaccinations to children will drive down the nation’s caseload even further and
allow schools to reopen with minimal disruption this fall.

after court nixes eviction ban, race is on for federal help
A group of 13 foreign teachers from Xiamen University recently visited the Changting Science and Education
Museum of Soil Erosion Control to study how Changting county in Fujian province has

us parents excited over prospect of virus shots for children
Through violence prevention, community vigilance and new laws, Colorado tries to reshape a legacy molded by
modern mass shootings.

xiamen university teachers praise changting's soil erosion fight
"Irish people have been warned against sex for generations, so our obsession is natural. Sex was that enticing, but
deadly, elephant in the room,

unanswered questions linger behind colorado mass shootings
Republicans and Democrats seeking the state’s second-highest office have policy goals that belie the reality of a
part-time job that pays $36,000.

secret teacher: it's beyond time to ditch single-sex schools
TONIGHT TWO PEOPLE ARE THAT INCLUDING A TEACHER science center's existing female fishing cats have
been moved from the aquarium to Revolution Ridge. The science center is also moving its

virginia lieutenant governor’s race attracts a dozen candidates who want to lift role out of obscurity
It had been at level 3, or red, since December The 2021 Digital COSI Science Festival will take place virtually May
5-8, 2021. Organizers said the four-day event includes several events

greensboro science center welcomes new animals after quarantine
Typically, school board races in Central Oregon are a quieter affair than City Council or state Legislature
campaigns.

coronavirus in ohio: 1,076 additional cases reported, 27 hospitalizations
Guests: Lee Carter, Sarah Westwood, Johanna Maska, Mark Lamb, Brandon Judd, Alexandra Wilkes, Jessica
Tarlov, Stef Kight, Darren Lee, Mike Braun

race, politics, partisanship: bend school board race sees unusual division
Since George Floyd’s death, Minneapolis has become a microcosm of the national debate on addressing race in
schools. What lessons can the city offer?

white house to formally raise refugee cap to 62,500 in 2021: report
A professor of public health has expressed surprise that India has not been added to the UK's red list for travel
restrictions, after 77 cases of a new variant first detected in India were found in

the country is talking about race in schools. minneapolis offers lessons.
The five folks running for the Somers Board of Education fielded questions last week about the role of educators
in addressing social justice and systemic racism issues.
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'real questions' about why india is not on red list, says professor of public health
(I also graduated from Glencoe teachers for office hours and our most at risk have been participating in limited inperson instruction. Monique Ward, Position 6: Absolutely. We have had the

cadem rallies around newsom — jenner on trans student athletes — recall q1 bucks — eli broad dies
It features 30 classrooms, three fully equipped science labs, an art room School officials have been incorporating
a new grade level each year since and hope to become a full K-12 program

q&a: hillsboro school board candidates
It had been at level 3, or red, since December The 2021 Digital COSI Science Festival will take place virtually May
5-8, 2021. Organizers said the four-day event includes several events

collegiate charter school of lowell opens new high school building as freshmen and sophomores return
to in-person learning
LOUIS (St. Louis Post-Dispatch) — In high school, Jasmine Huda was not good at science. She needed to A few
days later, the teacher told her — in front of the class — “Jasmine, your

coronavirus in ohio tuesday update: 1,799 new cases reported, 42 additional deaths
Except this couldn’t be happening to me, because I was Jason Brown—I was innocent. One of the officers
produced a bullhorn, while a half-dozen others approached my car in a crouch, their hands on

it’s been an unusual path, but jasmine huda is where she wants to be
This year, school districts will be able to make promotion, graduation and grade decisions “at the local level,”
based on the needs of our students, teachers, families and schools first

the wrong jason brown
In some ways, edtech has risen to the challenge brought on by the pandemic, but the field has also learned some
things the hard way. Here are four major lessons our industry should take from the

florida waives school testing rules, removes high-stakes consequences for promotion, graduation,
grades
In high school, Jasmine Huda was not good at science. She needed to boost her A few days later, the teacher told
her — in front of the class — “Jasmine, your presentation was great.

4 lessons the edtech industry should take from the pandemic
“Anything significant about the regulation of firearms is going to have to come from Congress," said Jeremy
Adams, a political science teacher at serial numbers. And red flag laws, which

it’s been an unusual path, but jasmine huda is where she wants to be
OK, class, it's time to hand out grades for our graduate-level seminar to our teachers and employees made at the
time of hiring." Good progressive rhetoric and red meat for the Democratic

breaking down biden's executive actions on guns and what it could mean for you
Even when you think you’ve got a handle on grammar, you might not realize how easy it is easy to unwittingly
venture into lexical territory that would rile your freshman year English teacher.

pension reform tested vermont leaders. here are their grades
Plans: Attend Baylor University and study political science; on pre-law track to attend Kiwanis Club volunteer;
American Red Cross first aid certification. Plans: Attend Baylor University

is it ok when passive voice is used?
Others, like Chicago, have pushed the decision about SROs down to the school level. Education Week has have not
had the same access to quality teachers, extracurriculars, and stable housing

service above self: 2021 youth citizenship awards
Meanwhile: Toronto is ordering 4 full closures and 8 partial closures of workplaces under Section 22 order for
businesses with 5 or more COVID-19

4 ways george floyd’s murder has changed how we talk about race and education
I wouldn’t say carrying a baby and still remaining a student at the senior high level is fun and I never missed any
date we proposed. The Science lab served as De Breeze beach for us.

today’s coronavirus news: ontario seeks help of armed forces, red cross; province reports 3,510 new
covid cases
Her father was a petroleum engineer and her mother a teacher, but she knew from an early the COVID-19
mortality rate for patients requiring I.C.U.-level care approached fifty per cent.

carrying a baby while in shs: a school girl's experience
UD insect ecology and conservation major Garrison Piel inquired about hurdles and red tape that prevent and
aptitude in math and science. She was leaning toward a career as a medical doctor when

a doctor’s dark year
Weeks later, while I was studying A-level what science they come up with, nothing beats ice for recovery.
Wednesdays are the hardest days in camp. We used to call it a “red” session

environmental justice
They could probably do so without masks, although some with underlying conditions (or those who won’t accept
any level of risk Many of us in the vaccine science community who routinely

hiit, ice and pcr: a week in the life of england women’s rugby camp with shaunagh brown
When I see those first red-winged blackbirds At first he taught high school-level science courses but, as the school
expanded into more grades, he took on seventh grade science.

a normal summer depends on these key vaccine holdouts
The purpose of the experiment is to achieve effective plant growth in space for long-term space travel, including a
potential colonization of Mars.

a slow walk in the spring woods with northland naturalist larry weber
School officials desperate to calm worried parents bought these devices and others with a flood of federal funds,
installing them in more than 2,000 schools across 44 states, a KHN investigation found

elementary students participate in plant growth experiment taking place on international space station
40 states report some level of teacher shortage. You can go here to see the shortages by state and by teaching
area. As you can imagine, the greatest shortages are for math and science teachers.

as schools spend millions on air purifiers, experts warn of overblown claims and harm to children
After earning degrees in political science and communication studies from Her experience as a graduate student
teacher drew her to labor issues. Spurred on by what she thought were unfair

white house rejects covid-19 vaccine passports
Or is it still a red state where Democrats triumphed due Recognizing this, some parents and teachers are trying to
broaden the discussion around learning loss to include recognition of what
today’s premium stories
Gavin Newsom’s recall defense more than party unity, short of a covid-resurgence-lockdown double-whammy. The
governor’s team is determined to deter a serious Democratic contender, although Newsom’s
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